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Abstract 
An algorithm for broadcasting multiple messages on a d-dimensional grid (d > 3 ) starting from 
the (1, 1, , 1) comer is presented. The algorithm has a complexity of d(n + m - 2), where m 
is the number of messages transmitted and n is the number of points in each dimension. This 
answers a conjecture that appears in Van Scoy and Brookes (1994), namely, that the time required 
for broadcasting m messages over this d-dimensional grid is dn + ((d’ + 1 )/d)m + k, k being 
a constant. 
Then, we discuss the case where the starting point (for transmitting the message) is arbitrary. 
KIZ~WOIY&: Broadcasting; Graphs 
1. Introduction, definitions and notation 
The problem of broadcasting 
discussed in the paper of Van 
references are presented there. 
multiple messages on a d-dimensional grid has been 
Scoy and Brooks [2], and the relevant history and 
In order to make this article self-contained, we follow some of the definitions of [2], 
in particular, those concerning the broadcasting problem. 
In a broadcasting problem, one vertex of a connected graph, called the originator 
(OR), contains m ( 3 1) messages, which must be transmitted to all other vertices in 
the graph according to the following rules: 
1. A vertex may send a message only to an adjacent vertex. 
2. Time is discrete. At a given time an individual processor will do exactly one of 
the following: 
(a) receive a message, 
(b) send a message to one neighbor, 
(c) be idle. 
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Several variations of this problem in which we may change some of the rules are 
discussed in Section 3. 
A d-dimensional grid graph, G,,,,,,,..,,,,, is a graph with nt xn2 x.. .xrzd vertices, each 
one of them labeled with a unique element of {(ii, iz, . . . , id) 1 1 < ij <nj, 1 <j 6 d}, and 
with edges connecting vertices which differ by 1 in exactly one label component. 
In the paper of Van Scoy and Brooks [2] we find the following conjecture: 
Conjecture. There exists an algorithm for broadcasting m messages in a d-dimensional 
grid whose vertex set is (l,...,n)d, where all messages originate in vertex (1, 1, . . . , 1) 
in time dn + ((d2 + I)/d)m + k, k is a constant. 
In this paper, we present an algorithm which gives an affirmative answer to the 
conjecture with a better time namely d(n + m - 2). 
Our algorithm follows the requirements of the conjecture which are: 
1. each dimension of the grid has the same size n, and 
2. all m messages are originally held by a comer vertex labeled (1, 1, . . . ,I). 
When the dimensions of the grid are not equal, our algorithm has time complexity 
cfE,(ni - l)+d(m - I), d33. 
We note that for d = 1, as one can easily check, the time needed to broadcast 
m-messages from any of the vertices of the one-dimensional grid is n - 1 + 2(m - 1) = 
n + 2m - 3. For d = 2, our algorithm fails compared to the one given in [ 1] for which 
its time is max(n + (5/2)m - 1, 2n + 2m - 4). This is due to the fact that the authors 
use a different broadcasting scheme. 
2. Algorithm 1 
We shall describe Algorithm 1 for d = 3 and any n1, n2 and n3. The generalization 
is obvious since, as one could see, we do not make any use of the fact that d = 3. 
Denote by (il, i2, i3)k, the fact that message k is transmitted from the vertex 
(il, i2, is) to one of its neighbors, as indicated by an arrow. Note that, since we denote 
the nodes by a positive integer from 1 to n, we omit the subscript from the value i. 
Algorithm 1. 
Parallel do for all the following algorithm steps: 
The node (1, 1,1) (the starting point) : 
For k = 1 to m do: (From time t = 1 to m x d do (where d = 3):) 
(l,l, 1Y + (1,192) (time = t) 
(l,l,lY + (1,291) (time = t+ 1) 
(1, 191 Y + (2,Ll) (time = t+2) 
End For 
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The node (l,l,w) (2dw<ns - 1): 
tl,l,w>-(l,l,w+l) 
(Ll,w) + (2, Lw> 
The node (l,l,ns): 
(l,l,fl3) + Rl>n3) 
The node (I,j, 1) (2djdnz - 1): 
(l,j, 1) -+ (1J + 121) 
(Lj, 1) + (l,j,2) 
The node (l,nz, 1): 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(time = f + 1) 
(time = t + 2) 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(time = t + 1) 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(time = t + 1) 
(time = t+2) 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(time = t+ 1) 
The node (I, 1,~) (2dIdnr - 1,1 <wdnj): 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(I, l,w) + (I + l,l,w) (time = t + 1) 
(I, 1,w) + (&2,w) (time = t+2) 
The node (n,, 1,~) (1 <w<n3): 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(n1,l,w) ---f (n1,2,w) (time = t+ 1) 
The node (!,j,w) (2<Z<nt,2<j<nz - 1,l <w<ns): 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(l&w) + (Lj + 1, w) (time = t+ 1) 
The node (l,j,w) (2<j<n2,2<w<ns - 1): 
(Receive the message at the time t) 
(l,j,w) + (LLW + 1) (time = t + 1) 
Note that the node ( 1, 1,1) is the vertex which is responsible for the broadcast pro- 
cedure. Moreover, this is the only node that handles the different messages (different k 
values in a sequential order) while other nodes transfer the received message regardless 
the index of the message. Each node (besides (1, 1,1)) that receives a message at any 
time, say t ( 2 1 ), transmits it at time t + 1, t + 2,. . iteratively to all the nodes shown 
in its algorithm entry. A node n’, = (~1 ,sz, . . . , sd) transmits the message iteratively to 
all the nodes ?i( = (tt, t2,. . . , td), where there exists an entry in the algorithm such that 
n’, --f n;. 
For example after the first step (1, 1, 1)’ + ( 1, 1,2) the message is transmitted to 
(1,2,1) according to (l,l,l)k + (1,2,1) and to (1,1,3) according to (l,l,w) + 
(l,l,w + 1) in parallel. 
Observe that a new message is transmitted from (1, 1, 1) after exactly 3 steps (d- 
steps in the general case). Hence, the total amount of time needed for accomplishing 
the complete broadcast of all the m messages is 3(n - 1) + 3(m - 1) (d(n + m - 2) in 
the general case). 
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Algorithm 1 is demonsh-ated in Fig. 1 for d = 3 and nl = q = 123 = 4, where the 
solid circles stand for vertices “seen” by the viewer, and the dashed circles stand for 
‘cinternal” vertices_ 
Remark. When we allow multiple read frnm each node by its neighbors the time to 
broadcast m messages in the d-dimensional grid ($ > 1) is 
d d 
~(n,~l)+m-l=r;nj-(II+m-l. 
i=l i=l 
When n, = n for all i, we just have d(n - 1) + m - 1. 
The broadcast is performed by starting with the CO~IW- point ( I, 1,. , 1). At time 
t = 1 message one is read by all its neighbors. In time t = 2 the node (1 , 1, _ _ , I ) gets 
a new message while the neighbors of the neighbors read the first message. 
timct-4 ) 
(471.4) ---__ __* trmel-5 
....~~ .._...___. > tunct-6 
Fig. 1. Algorithm 1 for d = 3 
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The node (n1,nz,..., nd) reads the first message at time cf=,(ni -- l), the next one 
at time Cy=, (ni - 1) + 1 and so on, up to the mth message. 
3. Algorithm 2 in the case where the originator is any in the grid 
In this section we present Algorithm 2 for broadcasting m messages in a d-dimen- 
sional grid, where the originator is any in the grid. 
This situation may occur in the following cases: 
1. The originator is connected to an external device which is the source of the 
messages. 
2. The messages are results of some calculations performed in the originator. For 
example, in solving Toeplitz systems using parallel computers, a message should be 
broadcasted from one processor (vertex) (see [2]). 
In order to simplify the calculations we assume that nj = n, 1 <i <d, although all 
constructions and definitions needed for Algorithm 2 are written in the case where 
the ~2~‘s are not necessarily equal. Before presenting Algorithm 2, notice that the 
nodes at the comers of the d-dimensional grid are idle part of the broadcast pro- 
cess using Algorithm 1, due to the relatively small number of neighbors. Namely, 
in a d-dimensional grid Gnllnz ,..,, ,,,,, where each vertex is labeled by a unique element 
of {<iI, i2, , id) 1 1 <i, < nj, 1 <j < d}, and with edges connecting vertices which differ 
by 1 in exactly one label component, the comers {(j,, j,,. ,jd) / j, = 1 or nk, 1 < 1 <d} 
are idle part of the time during the broadcast process by Algorithm 1. For example, 
observe that the vertices {(a, 6, c) 1 a, 6, c E { 1,4}}, except the originator, are idle part 
of the time (see Fig. 1). 
The main idea in Algorithm 2 is to use Algorithm 1. Without loss of generality, 
assume that the OR is s’= (sI,s~,...,s~), where {s/I 1 <Z<d and 1 <s/<nl/2}. Let 
Hi, 1 = 1,2,3 be a division of our d-dimensional grid defined as follows: 
HI = G,Y,-~,,,?....,.t, = {(jl,i2,...,id)I l<jlbs~ - 1, l<ik<nk, 2<kdd}, 
H2 = G-s,,,z ,..., n<, ={(jl,i2,...,id)ISl fl<jldnl, 1 <ik<nk, 2Gk<d} 
H3 = G I,nz ,_._, !?(I = {(sI?i27...,id)I l<ik,<nk, 2<kbd). 
Observe that s’ E H3 and when st = 1, then HI = 4. 
We send the message from s’ to S; = (~1 , 1, . . , 1 ), which is a comer in H3 and 
therefore, is an idle part of the time. This vertex transmits the message to s’or = 
(st + l,l,..., 1) and Y~z = (st - l,l,..., l), which are defined to be the originators of 
HI and H2, respectively. 
The broadcast within HI and H2 is performed according to Algorithm 1. In addition, 
s’ transmits the message to another “comer” in H3, say, 2~~) which will act upon H3 as 
its originator according to Algorithm 1. Notice that at the same time, s’ may continue 
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to transmit messages to H3. We do not take into consideration the possible time we 
save in broadcasting on H3, since Algorithm 2 gives an upper bound, and our main 
concern is that the next message leaving s’ should be done after d steps. 
Since Algorithm 2 makes use of Algorithm 1, it is easy to see that this algorithm 
requires at most d(n + m - 2) time to broadcast m messages in HI and Hz. The cost to 
transmit the message from the originator s’ to &, is Cf=, Si d n(d - 1)/2. HI receives 
the message from ?c, one time step after ?c, receives it. While HZ receives it after 
two time steps. 
The cost to broadcast m messages from s’o, and &2 to HI and HZ, respectively, is 
(d-l)(n-l)+;-l+d(m-l)=d(n+m-2)-z. 
Hence, the cost to broadcast from s’to HI and H2 is at most 
n(d - 1) 
d(n + m - 2) - 5 + 2 +2=d(n+m-2)+$-n+2. (1) 
The cost to broadcast m messages from s’ in H3 is at most 
n(d - 2) 
(d- l)(n+m-2)+2 +n+l=(d-l)(n+m-2)+$+1. (2) 
Since the broadcasting processes in HI, H2 and H3 are done in parallel, easy calcu- 
lations show that the sum in (1) is always greater and equal to that in (2) for any 
m > 1. Hence, the total cost to broadcast from s’ is at most the sum in (1). 
In the case where s’ = .?‘c, we omit the transmission from s’ to ;c,. 
For example, we use Algorithm 2 in the case d = 3 as in Fig. 2. The originator is 
s’= (2,2,2) and ni = n2 = n3 = 4. The originators of HI and H2 are ?oi = (l,l, 1) 
and $2 = (3,1, l), respectively. 
HI = G1,4,4 = {(l,i2,i3)1 lGikG4, 2<k63} 
and 
H2 = G2,4,4 = {(jl,i2,i3) / 3djl G4, 1 <ik<4, 2<k<3}. 
The remaining vertices are 
H3 = G1,4,4 = ((2,i~h)I 1 dik,<4, 26k<3}. 
Now, if we just broadcast from s’ by simply transmitting each message to all its 
neighbors and so on until all vertices receives the message, call it Algorithm 3, then 
the cost to broadcast one message using this algorithm is bounded below by dn/2 which 
is the minimum number of vertices on a path from s’ to a comer of the d-dimensional 
grid. Since s’ is connected to 2d neighbors it can transmit the next message after 2d 
time steps. Therefore, the cost to broadcast m messages is at least 
dn 
1 +2d(m - 1). (3) 
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Fig. 2. The d-dimensional grid partitioning for d = 3, where the originator is (2, 2. 2) 
Easy calculations by comparing (1) to (3) show that if m 3 ((d - 1 )/d)n + 2/d, then 
Algorithm 2 is better than Algorithm 3. 
4. Summary and final remarks 
In this paper, we have presented an algorithm for broadcasting m messages on a 
d-dimensional grid. The algorithm complexity in the case where the starting point is the 
node (l,,l~,..., 1,) is d(n+m -2), where n is the number of points in each dimension 
and m is the number of messages. This answers a conjecture appeared in [2]. We have 
also introduced an algorithm for broadcasting m messages in the above grid where 
parallel read is permitted. In this case the algorithm runs in time cf=, ni - d + m - 1. 
When ni = n for all i’s we just have d(n -- 1) + m - 1. 
Finally, we have presented an algorithm in the case where the starting point is any in 
the d-dimensional grid. The complexity of this algorithm is d(n fm - 2) +nd/2 - n + 2. 
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As before, if parallel read is permitted, one may easily compute the complexity of such 
an algorithm (we omit the details). 
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